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NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in The Law School Record, you must submit your information
either in typed bard copy or by attaching <by pressing F6) a WordPerfect document to an E-mail
message sent to Jane McBride (pROFNET/JMCBRIDE; be sure it is on server PROFNET) in Rm.
310. All notices must include your name and a telephone number where you can be
reached during the day, or a locker number. If applicable, please include the name of your
student organization. All information must be submitted by Wednesday at 5:00p.m.
FROM DEAN MATASAR
How is this possible? Wasn't it only yesterday that the summer had begun? Flowers in bloom. Birds
singing softly in the distance. Soft jazz playing in tile background. Snap out of it; summer, such as it
was, is over.
:-.;.' "
"., •. ',.'.':'.', •.-, '., ••.; ". : " '. ",'." ,',", • ," - "c'. . • ", .
What a year it will 'be: ','our first'full' yearin~thenew law school buildirig;a chance to: meet exceUertt riew
teachers and students;' an opportunity to become reacquainted with 'old teachers and classmates; the
formal dedication of the new law building; and the continued dedication of the law school to excellence in
scholarship and teaching.
The coming school Yt!ar signals an important time in the history of Chicago-Kent. We have created an
environment for the gtudy of law that is a model for law schools throughout the country. We have built a
faculty of nationally respected teachers and.researchers. We have offered an intensive, innovative
program with training in all aspects of the law. What we have not yet done is establish a soul for the new
Chicago-Kent, a direction that will carry us forward to even greater heights.
I challenge all of you to find our (your) soul. ,What should Chicago-Kent andlts students make of
themselves? As you ponder that question (and its cosmic implications) let me offer a few of my thoughts.
• • • Service Part I--The law school must direct itself to providing even
better service to all who use its services. Students must receive first-rate
service from all parts of the community--faculty, library, and other staff.
However, in return, students must devote themselves to their studies and
scholarship to become the best lawyers and leaders that they can become.
• • • Service Part II--The law school is a part of a greater community. It
owes to that community service in time and money. Faculty and staff will
give back to the community our legal talents, our facilities, and our time.
Students ought to return something to the community as well, whether as
.
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participants in pro bono legal services or volunteers in civic organizations or
as resources for their classmates.
• •• Innovation, drive, and dedication--Chicago-Kent is made up of
talented students, faculty, and staff. It is easy for those with talent to do
no more than rely on native ability and coast toward eventual success. That
would be a waste. Each of us can work harder, learn more, and aim higher;
each of us must do so. The quest for excellence and the ability to risk
failure will allow us to achieve our goals and help to make the world in
which we live a much better place.
Whew!
August 17, 1992
Onward ye many and varied members of the Chicago-Kent community. Welcome new students and
faculty, welcome back continuing students and faculty, enjoy, be in touch.
• • •
Welcome to the new faculty members who join us this semester:
Assistant Professor Evelyn Brody is a 1981 graduate (magna cum laude) of Georgetown University Law
Center, where she was Case & Notes Editor of The Tax Lawyer, the law journal of the ABA Tax Section.
She received her undergraduate degree in comparative literature at Yale College, having spent two years at
M.I.T. Professor Brody has practiced with the Washington, D.C. firm of Arnold & Porter and the Madison,
Wisconsin firm of Michael, Best & Friedrich. Since 1988, she has been attorney/advisor to the Tax
Legislative Cou.nselin,the Office of TaxPolicy,.U.S.Treasury Department. Professor Brody is.an
experienced, andvery'well-respectEtd ~~pertinthe~r~a'oftax,ti_on.'.She istheJEt.adauttlor~f.:The,
Partnership Tax,PracticeA!fanus/and, co-aut~:o~ed A,Guide, for Wisconsin Nonprofit, Organizations.'
Professor'Brodyvvillbe', teaching Cc:»,rpor~teJax'in",~~eFall andP~rtnershipTa)(,in"thft. Spring.
Visiting Professor Jerry Dworkin is currently a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Illinois. He
received his bachelor's degree from the City College of New York and his Ph.D. from the University of
California at Berkeley. Professor Dworkin has written primarily in the areas of ethics and political
philosophy, including..:philosophy of law. In 1988, his book, The Theory and Practice of Autonomy, was
published by the Cambridge University Press. Professor Dworkin will be teaching Justice in the Fall.
Visiting Professor John Hart Ely, Robert E. Paradise Professor of Law at Stanford University and 1990-91
Chicago-Kent Centennial Visiting Scholar, will be returning to the law school for the' Fall 1992 semester.
Professor Ely is one of the country's most distinguished constitutional law scholars. He is the author of
Democracy and Distrust: A Theory of Judicial Review (1980), a leading work on its topic and winner of the
Order of the Coif triennial award for the best book published in any field of law during 1980-82. Symposia
on Democrecv and Distrust have been published in the Ohio State Law Review (1 981) and the Virginia Law
Review (1991).
From 1982 until 1987, Professor Ely was Richard E. Lang Professor and Dean at Stanford. He was named
Robert E. Paradise Professor of Law in 1988, and since that time also has been a senior research fellow at
the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace, based at Stanford. Professor Ely has taught at Yale
and Harvard Law Schools. In 1987, he was Lee Juan Yew Distinguished Visitor at the National University
of Singapore, and, during 1978-79, he was a fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars at the Smithsonian Institution.
Among his other professional activities, Professor Ely was staff attorney in 1964 to the President's
Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy, and, during 1964-65, he was law clerk to U.S.
Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren. During 1975-76, he was general counsel to the U.S.
Department of Transportation.
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Professor Ely received an LL.D. in 1988 from the University of San Diego, and an LL.B. in 1963 from Yale
Law School (magna cum laude, Yale Law Journal, Order of the Coif) and an A.B. in 1960 from Princeton
University (summa cum laude). In 1965-66, he studied as a Fulbright Scholar at the London School of
Economics and Political Science. He has lectured and written widely on numerous constitutional law
topics. During the Fall semester, Professor Ely will be teaching Constitutional Law.
Visiting Professor of Taxation Steve R. Johnson received his law degree from New York University and his
bachelor's degree from St. Francis College (NY). After law school, he practiced tax law for five years with
the New York office of Willkie Farr & Gallagher. For the past five years, he has served with the Office of
the Chief Counsel of the Internal Revenue Service, where he has been the lead attorney for two national
tax shelter projects and has received several awards for work in the large case program. He currently is a
Senior Attorney with the Chief Counsel's Office in Jacksonville, Florida, and a Special Assistant United
States Attorney. Professor Johnson has written in the areas of tax and tax procedure, and will be teaching
Gift and Estate Tax this semester.
Visiting Assistant Professor Diane Bonina is a 1989 graduate of the University of Michigan Law School
(cum laude), where she served as editor-in-chief of the University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform.
Professor Bonina earned her bachelor's degree in English at Dartmouth College. After law school, she
clerked for the Honorable Cornelia G. Kennedy in the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals, and has worked as a
litigation associate at Jenner & Block since 1990.
Visiting Assistant Professor D. Randall Johnson graduated from the University of Alabama School of Law,
where he served as Senior Editor of the Alabama law Review. He received his bachelor's degree at the
United States Military Academy at West Point. After law school, Professor Johnson served as a law clerk
to the Honorable Robert S. Vance, U.S. Circuit Judge for the Eleventh Circuit. Professor Johnson spent
two years as an attorney with the Dallas law firm of Johnson & Gibbs, P.C., where he specialized in white
collar .:criminal,defense .litigatio~,.commercial .. litiga1io...,securitiesfraud .Iitigation~.:,n~ ..pr()dl.lcts.:;U~bi'ity
litigation....DlI~ng 19~ 1-~2, .h't,.vvas aG.r~~lIat., ..fello~:.~tX IIle,Y-vv Sc.h()()I. ·';;:" .)'i,c"!'
Visiting Assistant Professor lauren-Resni~k,.eceiv~dher J .O':att:he Harvard'L~VV:Scl1ool;nd'h~rb~~helor's
degree from Brown University. Before joining the Chicago-Kent faculty, she was an associate at Fried,
Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson in New York. Professor Resnick clerked in the U.S. Attorney's Office in
Boston during law school, and spent the year following her graduation as a judicial clerk for the Honorable
Raymond J. Dearie, Eastern District of New York. Professor Resnick was a Teaching Fellow on
international dispute resolution for two semesters during 1989 and 1990.
Visiting Assistant Professor Sharmila Roy has been a solo practitioner in Tucson. Arizona since 1986,
specializing in appelate work. She received her law degree at the University of Arizona College of Law in
1984, where she served as topics editor for the Arizona Law Review. Professor Roy earned her bachelor's
degree at the University of Delhi, India, and holds master's degrees in physics and sclence education from
Rutgers and a Ph.D. in education from the University of Texas. After graduation from law school,
Professor Roy clerked for Justice Stanley G. Feldman of the Arizona Supreme Court. She was an associate
with the Tucson law firm 'of Jones, Dickerman, Nuckolls, Edwards & Smith before beginning her solo
practice.
Visiting Assistant Professor Ann Southworth has been a Bigelow Teaching Fellow and Lecturer in Law at
the University of Chicago Law School since 1991. From 1989 until 1991, she was a staff attorney for the
appellate section of the civil division of the U.S. Department of Justice, and she spent one year as a staff
attorney for the Washington Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. Professor Southworth was a
litigation associate for the Washington, D.C. law firm of Morrison & Foerster for three years, and, prior to
that, was clerk to the Honorable Stanley A. Weigel, U.S. District Court, Northern District of California, for
one year. She received both her B.A. in political science and her J.D. from Stanford, where she served as
associate editor of the Stanford Law Review and spent the first semester of her final year as an intern at
Oxford University. Professor Southworth will be teaching Civil Procedure 2 in the Fall and The Legal
Profession in the Spring.
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Visiting Assistant Professor Michael Yelnosky is a 1987 graduate of the University of Pennsylvania Law
School (cum laude) and holds a bachelor's degree in secondary education from the University of Vermont.
Professor Yelnosky was an associate editor for the Pennsylvania Law Review and, since his graduation
from law school, has worked as an associate for the Pennsylvania law firms of Mellon, Webster & Mellon
and, most recently, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius. He served as a clerk to the Honorable Edmund V. Ludwig
of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and, since 1990, has been a visiting
instructor ~f legal writing at Villanova University Law School.
FROM SBA PRESIDENT KWAME RAOUL
Greetings to everybody!
Yes it has come. The end of summer. For those of us that remained in Chicago for the last three months
the summer never came except for a couple of days last week. Nonetheless it is time to return to the
grind of law school.
Let me guess how you all spent your summers.
One Ls: Half of you spent your summer having the time of your life for fear that you would not have a life
this fall. The other half of you after getting advice on what you can do to prepare for law school from
friends that have attended law school, spent your summer realizing how useless all the advice was, and
how you should have spent your summer having the time of your life. Well both halves now become one
because all of you have to now give your lives to Chicago-Kent.
It's not that bad.>Asamatter of fact, you people,l1avegr~attir11i~g. __you are about to benefit from the (
many recent changes that Chicago~Kenthas made-to make--itself-.-top-notch--'aw school. But wait a '.
second,do.,'tjust sit there and reap all the benefits. Somebodymust~avetold_ you that the first year _of
lawschool is going to take a lot out of you. I have -a suggestion.· Make it easy. Instead.of worrying about
how much law school is going to take out of you, be prepared to give of yourself to law school. Yes I
know, you are already giving $15,000 dollars in tuition. However, to really benefit from your tuition dollar
you have to give up something more, time. Your relationship with the law school is a symmetrical one.
You are fortunate to have been selected by the law school, and the law school is fortunate that you
selected to attend. rhe symmetry does not end there. You will only get as much out of your education as
you contribute to it. Yes you will benefit from the progress that Chicago-Kent has made in recent years,
but you will also contribute to the future progress of Chicago-Kent.
Two Ls: Many of you spent your summer finding out that the law really does have some practical
application. You spent your summers struggling with researching issues and drafting legal memoranda, so
that somebody else could sign the bottom of the last page and take credit for all of the work. Well, I know
you are glad to be back so that you can come one step closer to having the privilege of getting credit for
your own work or for somebody else's work.
This is the moment for which you have been impatiently waiting. You now get the opportunity to be the
expert on "How to succeed in your first year of law school." I know many of you cannot wait until the 1st
One L does something totally wrong in your presence or she or he asks you what is a stupid question this
year but wasn't last year when you asked it. I know-you cannot wait to respond by revealing pearls of
wisdom to the helpless 1st years in some self satisfying manner. Well, I have a great suggestion as to
how to share your expertise, become a mentor to a first year students. I know most of you could not find
a stamp to return the mentor program forms that were sent to you, but it is not too late to become a
mentor. Contact Julie Keywell (JKEYWELL), Daniel Blake (DBLAKE) or me (KRAOUL) if you are interested.
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No, I'm not through with you 2Ls yet. Second year marks another special time for you. This is the year
you become-leaders in all of the student organizations. I hope you will join me in trying to heighten the
role the student organizations play in improving upon the educational experience at Chicago-Kent.
Evening Students: You spent your summers working as hard as you did during the regular year. Yeah I
know, summer is something only a day student gets.
Well, I know many of you did not get much of a break at all, if any, but I am also going to ask you to make
a contribution to the law school this year. I want you to help me help you. I know that in past years
evening students have received secondary attention, but I want you to help me to bridge the gap between
day and evening students. Student life this year will not die after four 0' clock.
Three Ls: You spent your summers just like I did. Worrying about what the job market will look like for
the upcoming year.
Well, I know that the saying goes, "Third year they bore you to death." But please, don't die yet. You
have a full year left. Contrary to belief, there is much yet to learn and more importantly much yet to give.
Lets not stop being students until our last final.
So what did the Student Government do this summer. We met a couple of times and decided that we
were going to be a different SBA this year. We decided that we would have an approved budget at the
beginning of each semester instead of the middle of the semester. We decided that we were going to play
a bigger role in the educational life at Chicago-Kent by co-sponsoring more speakers events with student
organizations. We decided that we were going to make more use of our new building by hosting most of
our social functions on campus rather than at off site establishments. We decided that it was our duty as
a student government to make sure that the faculty, administration and staff are responsive to. us, so we
setup committees to evaluate, monitor and improve uponourrelation~hip with them.(i.~.,·,-wewillbe·
distributing our own teacher evaluation forms at the end of eaeheemester and compiling the infC?nnation
ourselves).We decided that I will. have office hours to .ensure that you have accessibility to me.'"
On a lighter note, we decided that the Annual SBA Picnic will be Sunday, August 23, from 1-5 p.m..
Immediately followed by a Happy Hour at Kronies on Clybourn.
And, I've decide that this is enough for now. We'll see you Sunday.
Kwame Raoul
President
Student Bar Association
FROM DEAN CHAPMAN
Welcome to Kent and welcome back! I hope you had an enjoyable summer and will have a successful
academic year.
Calendar Change
The Dedication Convocation will be held on Friday, September 11, 1992. All Friday classes that begin at
10:40 a.m. or later will be cancelled on that day. These classes will be made up on Tuesday, December 1,
1992 at their regular class times.
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Fall Schedule Addition
August17, 1992
Prof. Steve Johnson, a tax attorney in the Office of the Chief Counsel of the Internal Revenue Service, will
be spending the academic year in residence at the law school. In the Fall semester, he will teach Gift &
Estate Tax, a 3-hour course, on Wednesday from 11:45 - 12:40 p.rn. and on Friday from 11:45 - 1:35
p.m. Personal Income Tax is usually a prerequisite for Gift & Estate Tax, but the prerequisite will be
waived for Prof, Johnson's course. You may add this course by completing a Registration Change form in
the Registrar's office. Gift & Estate Tax will probably be offered only in the ev~ning division in the Spring,
1993 semester.
FROM THE REGISTRAR
Class Rank
Class rank for continuing students will be available beginning Monday, August 17, IN THE CAREER
SERVICES OFFICE, Room 360.
Schedule Changes
You may add open courses through Thursday, September 3. Adds from the wait lists to previously closed
courses will be based on the most recently posted list (the list is posted both on the second -floor
Registrar's bulletin board and the first floor message board). You may drop a course, other than a required
or clinical course, lJntii the final exam or due date. The refund schedule for reducing.your.credit
hours is.•sfollows:-:>;;:~·--:__ >:-_~_:: _,_'i.-;--_ ,,_
15t ""e!K;.~QQCJ(»r'fUq~)-b.,(\~
2nd week- 50% refund ;-\,i-;:- -------
3rd week 25% -refund
4th week no refund
Loan Checks
The list posted on the-=Registrar's bulletin board on the second floor indicates those checks currently
available in the Registrar's office, room 220. The list is updated when new checks are received. If any
tuition balance remains on your account you must sign over your loan check. If you are due a refund you
may request it when your check is signed over.
Lockers
You will retain the same locker that you had in the Spring '92 semester.
Validation Stickers/ld Cards
10 stickers for the Fall 1992 semester will be distributed on Thursday, August 20 and Monday, August 24
from 9:00 a.rn. - 6:00 p.m. in the second floor student cafeteria. Students in need of a new 10 card may
receive a replacement in the Registrar's Office, suite 220. After these dates the stickers will be available in
the Registrar's office.
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Fall 1992, Grads
August 17. 1992
If you expect to graduate at the end of the Fall 1992 semester, please come to the Registrar's office, room
220, to complete a diploma card.
Student Insurance
All full-time day division students must have health insurance coverage.
liT offers a very basic insurance coverage for $160/year payable in two equal installments. All students
who are registered for at least 12 hours of credit (whether day of evening) will be automatically enrolled
and billed for this insurance. If you choose to decline the insurance, your declination must be received by
GM Underwriters (the insurance company), no later than Friday, September 11, 1991. Declination forms
are available in the Registrar's office, suite 220.
Students may elect to be covered by the insurance plan. However, evening students registered for fewer
than 12 hours must apply for coverage. Applications are available in the Registrar's Office, suite 220.
Privacy Form
If you do not wish to have your name and address published in the Chicago Kent Student Directory you
must complete a Privacy Form available in the Registrar's Office, room 220, and submit it by Friday,
September 11.
Reminder for First Year Students
Youmust request the sc:hool fromWhi.ch you received your undergr~duatedegree to send.a final official
transcript to the law school •. We are required to have this as part of your.official file.
Also, if you have not already done so, you must submit an immunization form and your physical
examination form.
In-House Clinic
The days and times for the In-House Clinic I and II are Monday and Wednesday from 4:00 p.rn. to 5:50
p.m.
FACULTV NEWS
Professor Fred Abbott lectured at the Public Finance Training Institute in Taipei, Taiwan in June. The
Institute provides advanced training for Taiwan government officials. His lecture series concerned the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade as well as international intellectual property rights protection. Also
in June, Professor Abbott addressed the Fair Trade Center and the Japanese Institute for International
Business Law in Tokyo, Japan. His talks concerned the implications of the North American Free Trade Area
for Japan. The Fair Trade Center is Japan's leading industry association concerned with trade issues. The
audience at the Center included representatives from more than 60 Japanese companies as well as
representatives of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry. He also presented a paper on the
NAFTA to a faculty-student seminar at the University of Tokyo. In July, Professor Abbott addressed a
meeting group at the American Association of Law Librarians annual meeting in San Francisco on theC. international system for the protection of intellectual property.
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Professor Ralph Brill participated in the bi-annual Conference of the Legal Writing Institute at the University
of Puget Sound from July 30-August 3. At the.Annual Meeting of the American Bar Association, San
Francisco, August 6-11, Prof. Brill chaired, moderated and spoke on a program on persuasive writing,
presented by the section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar, the Legal Writing committee and
the Committee on Lawyer Competency. Among those attending the program on persuasive writing was
Justice Anthony Kennedy of the U.S. Supreme Court; at the end of the session, Justice kennedy was
invited to and did offer some remarks of his own on what he likes to see in appellate briefs.
Professor James Lindgren returned from stints as a Visiting Scholar at Northwestern and the University of
Chicago last term to take on new duties this fall as Associate Dean for Faculty Development. He said, "It's
a new position. I guess I'll have to figure out something to do with it." When pressed, he admitted that
his portfolio is the development of the faculty as scholars and teachers.
Professor Steven Heyman's comment, Natural Rights, Positivism and the Ninth Amendment, was published
in the Winter 1992 issue of the Southern Illinois University Law Journal. The comment was based on
Professor Heyman's participation in a symposium on the historical meaning of the Bill of Rights held to
mark the bicentennial of document.
Professor Philip Hablutzel was appointed in June as the Vice-Chair of the Illinois State Bar Association
Section Council for Commercial, Banking and Bankruptcy Law. He will have responsibility for the Section's
Continuing Legal Education programs for the 1992-1993 year.
Professor Anita Bernstein presented a paper, "Product Dynamism and the Law," at an interdisciplinary
conference on materialism, held at Queens University in Kingston, Ontario, on June 27. The paper will be
published in the proceedings of the conference and in a scholarly journal. her essay on the importance of
comparative products liability law is forthcoming in the Journal of Products Liability. Professor Bernstein
complete~vvork.on t\y0new .. articleson thesociol()gVCJn~.<p()litical:_t~eoryofprodyt;t~ liab.nitv~S~eV\fillbe
a Fulbrigtlt"scholarand;8 Jean "M9nnet Fello\,.i'··attl)e:··:E~:ropea:nUniversityinstij~te·:iri'FI()rence,':'i~alv during
the 1992-9.3i1cacJem.ic"_vear.· ; -'.'".,: .-.... ..;~'~ .c.;:.}::; .: i.,'., .,':'~, ..!:'.;.;' '., .~ .. ;.::. .:' -. >:," -.', .... :::~/.,:-
.Professor Fred Bosselman participated ·in a Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Panel on
regulatory takings at the American Bar Association annual meeting in San Francisco on Aug. 10. The
panel discussion concerned the impact of this spring's Supreme Court decision Lucas v. South Carolina
Coastal Council where the court found that South Carolina had not sufficiently proven its case that the
building Lucas proposed for his beachfront property constituted a "public nuisance." If the construction
did constitute a public nuisance the state would be able to avoid paying Lucas compensation for depriving
him from the right to build on the land under the state's coastal protection regulations. Prof. Bosselman is
renowned nationwide for his familiarity with property "taking" issues.
Professor Gary Laser, director of clinical education at Chicago-Kent, and Dean Richard Matasar hosted an
alumni reception at the ABA Annual meeting in San Francisco Aug. 10. The topic of the reception was the
Report of American Bar Association Task Force on Law Schools and the Profession which was presented
at the conference on Sunday. The reception highlighted Chicago-Kent's efforts in professional
development.
STUDENT NEWS
Tracey Treger, class of 1993, placed an article in the Whittier Law Review. The paper is about the
reasonable woman standard in Title VII cases. The paper originally was a case comment written for
Professors Molly Lien and Anita Bernstein. Working with both professors, Ms. Treger shaped the comment
into an article which eventually gained acceptance by the law review.
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SPECIAL NOTICES
Chaos in the Community: The Future of Our Public Schools
August 17, 1992
The Chicago-Kent affiliate of the National Lawyers Guild will sponsor a forum on public education in the
City of Chicago October 17. An impressive schedule of participants has already been assembled. Watch
for further details in future issues of The Record.
Prof. Deutsch's Property Exam Review
Professor Deutsch will hold a review session to go over the Spring, 1992 Property exam on Wednesday,
September 2 between 3:00 p.rn, and 5:00 p.m. in Room 210. Unless you received a grade of C- or below,
you must attend this session if you wish to go over the exam individually. Professor Deutsch will bring the
bluebooks to the review session, so you will see what your answers were.
Moot Court Society
Oral arguments for the Moot Court summer candidacy program will be held on Friday afternoon, August
21, from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., and on Saturday, August 22, from 10:00 a.m, to 1:00 p.m. Please see
the Moot Court bulletin board by the Moot Court office on the concourse level for time and room
assignments.
On Monday, August 24, the Moot Court Society will post the names of those students invited to join the
Society on the basis of the summer candidacy program. The posting will be made on the Moot Court
Society bulletin .board. All studentewho are.enter.ingtheir first semester l'.l.~h~M()otCourtSociety .must
register for Appellate Advocacy. Please seethe ·Registrar's office and the announcementonthe Moot
Court. Society· bul.letin.board .for.~~ta,ils. ..'. ,:>:,,> "C" •• : • •·..·:~::·}t·:..·::';.
The first meeting of the Appellate Advocacy course will b~on Tue~d~y,July25, at 4:05 p.m. in room
170, and attendance is required. Appellate Advocacy will be taught by Professors Grinker, Kling,
Gonzalez, and Gibson. Students in Appellate Advocacy who also are registered for legal drafting may
postpone legal drafting until spring semester.
Student Loan News
All students who are receiving students loans at Chicago-Kent for the first time are required by the U.S.
Department of Education to attend a Student Loan Entrance Interview. Entrance.Interviews have been
scheduled for the following dates and times. These are group sessions and will last approximately 30
minutes.
Wednesday, August 19
Thursday, August 20
Thursday, August 20
Tuesday, August 25
11 :15 am
11 :45 am
2:00 pm
7:30 pm
Room 210
Room 285
Room 285
Room 285
(
If do not attend a Student Loan Entrance Interview and are required to do so, we must return your checks
to the lender and cancel your student loans. If you have any questions about the Entrance Interview,
please contact the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid (suite 230 or call (312) 906-5180).
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Library News
August 17, 1992
The library's transition to-the new building is almost completed. A fourth computer area has been set up
with 12 computers in the southeast corner of the ninth floor of the library. This is the area that was used
as a temporary computer classroom during exams last year and will now be used on a regular basis to
provide additional computer work space. Computers are also springing up in other areas. Additionally, the
library has many connections where laptop computers may be plugged in.
Last year's experience showed that there were many abuses of LEXIS and WESTLAW printing.. Feedback
from the law firms tells us that recent graduates have little idea of the economics of performing legal
research and practicing law. For this reason, students will be charged 5 cents a page (far less than the
actual cost) for printing LEXIS and WESTLAW search results. For your convenience, the research results
will print out in the Document Center. Remember that the Document Center hours are somewhat shorter
than library hours, so don't wait until the last minute to print out. You can still download your search
results to a disk. This change is intended to encourage everyone to become more efficient at computer
legal research. Remember, LEXIS and WESTLAW will not be free in your practice upon graduation.
Some housekeeping details: Bring your student 10 to the library. You will need it to check out books and
to use reserve materials. Conference rooms are available for group study and Chicago-Kent students may
reserve one hour per student per week; anyone may use an unreserved room. For your convenience, the
library will provide one stapler in each copy room at the beginning of the semester; beyond that, it's up to
you.
The library hours are posted just inside the front door. The computer classrooms will be closed fifteen
minutes prior to closing the rest of the library. Do not wait until it's too late to print a document.
Otherwise, you may have to wait until the following morning to retrieve it. One option is always to route
your document.to the Document Center on the: 9th floor ao(J you ca.n·:pick itup the following morning.
".- -: "."':".:.",' .: .. r·:'··~·~;.::·:.:·: ....;,'.~;~::~:,:.:..•. ;..:>': ..~:.,..\ :.0:.' ··.'/:.··'~·r·:jL:. ..' :'.:':" '.,,'<....
Finally, everyone is reminded•of·the policy .. that fo()dand~ri~ksareflotiallowed in thelibrarv,including
conference rooms and ,computer classrooms. If you have food or drink with you that you plan to use later
or cups to recycle, please store them in your locker. The policy is enforced by the library staff and
offenders may expect to have their names turned in for disciplinary action. The librarians have heard most
excuses by now, so please don't plan to talk your way out of a food and drink situation. Arguing that your
juice bottle or cola can is empty and therefore you did not violate the rule is a red-face argument that does
not meet the standards of advocacy we expect from Chicago-Kent students.
Just as a reminder: the Chicago-Kent Honor Code is in effect in the library as it is throughout the rest of
the school. Please show an appropriate level of courtesy to your surroundings and your colleagues in
everything you do in the library and we are confident it will be reciprocated.
Document Center
Hours and Prices for Fall '92
Monday - Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.rn.
12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
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Transactions for Students/General PubliclWalk-ins
Charge
August 17, 1992
Photocopy
Telefacsimile(outgoing)
Tel~facsimile(incoming)
Overseas facsimile
Microfiche
Laser Print
WestlawlLexis
Velobind
.12/page
1.00/page
.50/page
2.50/page
.25/page
.16/page
.05/page
1.00/document
Copiers that use either coins or vendacards are also located on each floor near the elevators. Vendacards
may be purchased from the vendacard teller in the 9th floor copier room. The cost is $1.00 for a reusable
card with an initial value of $0.50.
Posting of Notices by Students and Student Groups
Information notices may be posted in authorized areas only. Those areas are:
1. Bulletin Boards on the Concourse level
2. Bulletin Board on the East side of the Second Floor by the lockers.
A display rack will soon be located between the stairs on the Concourse level for newspapers and other
informational pieces.
No notices maybe taped to any wall in hallways, rooms or bathrooms, on lockers, in elevators or on the
glass wall of the Cafeteria.
\'.o"~ '.:~,
The Front Lobby glass display case is only for the posting of the Daily Activity Schedule. Notices may not
be taped to the outside of the glass.
Bicycle Racks
Bicycle racks are available on Quincy Street (behind the school). They are under a security camera which
is monitored 24 hours a day.
Please do not chain your bicycles to any of the trees.
Life Insurance in a Changing World!
On Wednesday, August 26, the law school will begin an eight week course on Life Insurance. The course
will be taught at the law school on eight consecutive Wednesday evenings, from 4:00 - 6:00 pm. The
course is designed to satisfy the need of estate and financial planning professionals for formal instruction
concerning this widely-used financial instrument and the institutions which provide it. The curriculum has
been designed by a committee which includes leading Chicago area attorneys and accountants, and the
Instructor, Mr. Herbert Davis, The Davis-Dann Organization. Mr. Davis, a lawyer, has been a life insurance
practitioner in Chicago for over thirty years. During his long career he has specialized in the fields of
Business, Estate and Pension Planning.
J.D. students enrolled at Chicago-Kent are welcome to attend any or all of the program sessions for the
Life Insurance course free of charge (course materials are not included). Pre-registration is required! To
register, please stop by the Office of Administration" Finance, and CLE, Suite 265, and complete a
registration form. ·
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Discounted Public Parking Rates for Students
August 17, 1992
Discounted parking rates are available to students that purchase and display a Chicago-Kent parking sticker
in the upper left-hand windshield of their car. Stickers for the Fall semester (red) are available in the
Bookstore for $15 and will be honored beginning August 17, 1992 through January 18, 1992.
PEOPLES AUTO PARKING (OUTDOOR SURFACE LOT PARKING):
MONROE STREET LOT: Monroe, Jefferson and Adams Streets
(Enter on Monroe)
130 SOUTH CLINTON: Monroe, Clinton and Adams Street
(Enter on Clinton)
Chicago-Kent Discount Rate Normal Rate
DAILY RATES
Monday-Friday
$5.00 Day
$3.00 Day (enter after 2:00 pm)
Saturday-Sunday
$3.00 Day
MONTHLY PASS
$100.00 Month
$6.50 Day
$4.00 Day
$3.50 Day
$120.00 Month
Hours: MONROE STREET LOT
CLINTON STREET LOT
, .Mon-Fri
:,Sat
Sun
'Mon-Fri
Sat
Sun
, 6:00a.,m. :8:00 p.m.
'6:00a~m.:..~.3:00,p~m~ ..Closed ,.', ", . .. .,~,; ,':
6:00 a.m. ~' 6:00p.m.
6:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m,
10:00 a.m, - 3:00 p.m,
NOTE: Both lots are equipped with after hours departure areas.
..::
PRESIDENTIAL TOWERS (INDOOR PARKING GARAGE):
Monroe, Jefferson and Madison Streets
(Enter on Jefferson)
Chicago-Kent Discount Rate
DAILY RATE
$5.00 Day (up to 12 hours)
MONTHLY PASS
$100.00 Month
(security deposit and $50 keycard
deposit is required)
Hours: Open 24 hours; all days
Normal Rate
$10.00 Day
$150.00 Month
NOTE: As is customary, a monthly pass allows unlimited entry and exit privileges from the parking ( )
facilities. Parkers who choose to pay for their parking on a daily basis will be charged each time .:»
they enter/exit the facilities.
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Fall 1992 Semester Building and Library Hours
BUILDING HOURS
August 17, 1992
Sunday
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
LIBRARY HOURS·
Sunday
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
10:00 a.rn, - 11 :00 p.m.
7:15 a.m, - 11:00 p.m
7:15 a.m. - 9:00 p.rn.
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
10:15 a.rn. - 10:45 p.m.
7:45 a.m, - 10:45 p.m.
7:45 a.m. - 7:45 p.m.
8:45 a.m. - 8:45 p.m.
Special Hours for the Labor Day Holiday:
Friday, September 4
Building Hours
Library Hours
(no change)
7:45 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, September 5-6
Building Hours (no change)
Library Hours CLOSED
Manday,-SePtember 71Administrative Offices will be CLOSED)
Building Hours -1 0:00a.m. ~11 :OOp."m.
Library Hours :'-'~1 0: 15 a.m. -10:45 p.m.
The building and library will be OPEN on WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7 (Yom Kippur), however, NO CLASSES
will meet on that day.
• Library hour~will be 'extended in early December to accommodate students during final exams
(times to-be-announced).
Fall 1992 Cafeteria Hours
Cafeteria Service
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Vending Machines
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
CLOSED
(
Vending machine food service is available seven days a week during normal building hours. The vending
machine area is located directly east of the cafeteria seating area on the third floor.
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Discount WSJ Subscriptions
August17, 1992
Both Professors Randy Barnett and Philip Hablutzel are offering discount subscriptions for the Wall Street
Journal.
To order your subscription through Prof. Hablutzel, students, faculty or staff should sign up for a
subscription on the sheet on Prof. Hablutzel's office door (No. 829) anytime before 3:30 p.m. Tuesday,
August 25. His offer will be repeated in January.
To order a subscription through Prof. Barnett, students, faculty or staff should e-mail BMORRIS/Profnet
with your name, address, graduation date, and length of subscription. The rates are 15 weeks for $22.00,
26 weeks for $39.00 and 52 weeks for $69.00. There is no deadline on Prof. Barnett's offer.
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS NEEDED
AND OTHER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Paid Senior Law Student Intern Position. The Law Offices is hiring a Senior Law Student for the 1992-93
Academic year who has successfully completed at least one semester of the in-house Civil, Criminal or Tax
programs. The job description of the Paid Student Intern position is as follows:
Job Description
The Paid Senior Law Student Intern is primarily responsible for telephone screening potential
clients•..The.Jntern prepares am~morandurnofe~c~P9tentia.I.<:lie",t:~o~t~ctandt~cerl·,;.,- .:~..,.:.
reports tothe.•faculty .attorneys, as direeted,recomrneodiQg~e~her~:4tPotenti~l,client)x.··
should beinterviewedio-person.: The (nternalso counsels p()tential~li~~ts. occasi.onalIyr,
the Intern maybe asked to perform clerical tasks, including the filing'of 'court documents,
deliveries, and relief switchboard work. The Intern may also be requested to make court
appearances on behalf of Law Offices' clients. Senior Law Student certification pursuant to
Illinois Supreme Court Rule 711 is mandatory.
A Senior Law Student is currently defined as a student who has completed at least 54 credit hours and
who is in good standing. Students will be expected to work an average of 15 hours per week. Students
who are not planning to take an in-house clinical course during the 1992-93 academic year will be given
strong preference.
Availability during read week, finals, and vacation periods is a plus. The starting date is negotiable, but the
position is available immediately. Compensation is at the usual law school rate for research assistants,
which is currently $6.00 per hour.
If you are interested in the position please contact Ron Schwartz immediately. His direct dial number is
(312) 906-5076. He can also be contacted through E-Mail (Profnet/RSCHWART).
The MPA Program is looking for a student assistant to work ten hours per week on mailings, answering the
phone, and other office tasks. Student must have strong IBM-PC computer skills, including a thorough
knowledge of Wordperfect. The pay is $6/hour. If interested, contact Dr. Harry Kelley in Room 680F on
Monday-Thursday afternoons. You can reach him also by phone at X5197, or you may leave a note and
resume in the MPA mailbox.
Chicago-Kent's Office of Development and Alumnae/i Relations is looking for a student to work 10 hours (\\
per week doing filing, light typing and miscellaneous clerical duties. The salary is $6.00/hour. If interested \._./-)
please contact Joann in suite 310.
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Research Assistant. Professor Joan Steinman is looking for a research assistant to work with her in the
areas of federai courts and complex litigati0n. The research will include work on an article addressing a
proposal of the American Law Institute Complex Litigation Project and work necessary to put together a
newsletter discussion of developments in complex litigation, for the American Association of Law Schools.
If interested, please submit your resume to Prof. Steinman (room 835) or her secretary.
Research Assistants. Professor Sherman is seeking several students (second-, third-, and fourth-year
students only) to assist him in research on a treatise on wills and probate law. Compensation will be at the
usual law school rate, plus extravagant expressions of gratitude on the acknowledgements page when the
treatise is published. Interested students should submit a resume to Professor Sherman in Room 741 or to
his secretary, Bill Morse.
Research Assistant. I am editing a book of philosophical and legal articles and cases on the enforcement
of morality by the criminal law. I need a research assistant to look for suitable cases, statutes, articles,
etc. and to secure permissions from publishers. This will be for 10 hours a week during the Fall semester.
Some philosophical background is a plus but not necessary. Please contact Jerry Dworkin at X5266 on T.
Th. or (708) 869-7948 at other times. Or stop by Rm. 739.
CAREER SERVICES NEWS
Welcome Back to Chicago-Kent!
It's great to have you back for the fall semester! We're looking forward to working with you this year.
-The best way to·keep up with the Career Services Office and our activities.is by reading the Record every
week. _. We-use·theRecord to announce programs, jobfairs,feUowships,andall of our activities.
Sometimes we are given short notice concemlna particular ·-·evel1ts-and/ordeadlines .andwecan-onlynotify
you about them in a single issue of the Becord-so read each issue thoroughly.
Be sure to read your e-mail. E-mail and the Record are our two official means of communication with you.
Check your e-mail frequently--at least once a day during the fall interview season!
Career Services Office to be Open Two Saturday Per Month
To better serve our students and alumnae/i, the Career Services Office will now be open two Saturdays per
month from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. The office will- be staffed by one of our clerical staff members:
Barbara Clemmer (Career Services Secretary) or Gwen Johnson (Career Services Receptionist/Job Posting
Coordinator) .
The Saturdays we will be open during the remainder of 1992 are as follows:
August 29
September 12
September 26
October 10
October 24
November 7
November 21
December 5
December 19
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Office Hours for the Fall Semester
The fall schedule of Career Services Office hours, effective August 20, 1992, is as follows:
August17, 1992
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
8:30 a.rn, - 6:00 p.m.
8:30 a.rn, - 8:00 p.m.
8:30 a.rn. - 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
See information about Saturday hours above
During read week, finals and between fall and spring semester, our hours will be 8:30 a.m. through 5:00
p.m.
Counseling Appointments
Second and third year students who need resume counseling or job search counseling should make an
appointment by stopping by the reception desk in the Career Services Office or calling 312/906-5200.
If you need resume counseling to prepare for the Fall On-Campus Interview program, be sure to schedule
your appointment right away. The last day of resume counseling for the Fall On-Campus Interview
Program is Friday, August 28th.
Three part-time counseling consultants have recently joined the Career Services staff: Carolyn Gunn,
Barbara Rakely and Deborah Villa. Carolyn, Barbara and Deborah bring excellent career counseling and
career developm.ent skills. to Chicago-Kent.
~~ ~~~~~u~~~~m~or~~~~~
The.p_feer\$el)'i~"()ffi~ :recepli0l'.liskG\Nen..Johoson,vvillas~istYO~ lnmakingan appointment with a
counselor who best suits your needs. . .
Mock Interviews
One of the best ways to prepare for the interviewing season is by participating in a mock interview
session. Counselingconsultant Debbie Gutman will be visiting several Chicago law schools, including
Chicago-Kent, to conduct mock interview sessions this fall.
The half hour appointments will include a videotaped mock interview, playback of the videotape, and a
critique of the interview..
Appointments for Wednesday, August 19th, are still available! Other dates for mock interview
appointments are Wednesday, Sept. 2; Thursday, Sept. 3; Wednesday, Sept. 9; Thurs., Sept. 10; and
Friday, Sept. 11. Mock interviews will be conducted in the Career Services Office.
There are a limited number of mock interviews available; sign up soon! Note: You must submit a resume
at the time you make your appointment. No-shows and cancellation less than 24 hours in advance of the
session will be charged a $15.00 fee.
Fall Interview Program
The Fall On-Campus Interview Program is open to students graduating in 1993 and 1994 and to LL.M.
candidates. An informational packet, with an explanation of procedures, the names of participating ( ,\J:
employers, and student registration materials is now available in the Career Services Office. -./
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Even if you participated in fall interviewing last year, it is extremely important that you read the
v : informationat packet carefully and attend themandatorv program on August 25th. Procedures are entirely
new this year due to the implementation of a computerized scheduling system. Important dates to keep in
mind for the fall interview program:
August 10
August 17-
August 28
August 25
August 31
August 31
Informational Packet available in the Career
Services Office
Class ranks available in the Career Services
Office
Mandatory Program--Ogilvie Auditorium
12:00 noon and 5:00 p.m.
Direct Contact List available in the Career
Services Office
All registration materials are due in the
Career Services Office at 5:00 p.m.!! REGISTRATION
MATERIALS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AFTER THIS DATE!
Mandatory Program for Participants in Fall On-Campus Interviewing
Students who plan to participate in the Fall On-Campus program must attend the mandatory program on
Tuesday, August 25, in the Ogilvie Auditorium. The program will be presented at noon and at 5:00 p.m.
The program will explain the procedures involved in this year's new computerized scheduling system and
give you the~,hance to ask aoy questiollsyoumay.haveaboutfanil"ltervi~vvJng.
Questions about Joint Interview Schedules in the Fall On-CamposProgrllm'
A number of students have asked questions about the application process/resume submission process for
the joint schedule employers participating in the Fall On-Campus program. (The joint schedule employers
have a " .... before their name on the employer master listing.) Some joint employers simply require the
submission of a resume with your resume packet. Others require that various application materials be
submitted directly to them. Still others require that the application materials be submitted to Chicago-
Kent's Career Services Office. .
We recognize this is confusing! Detailed information regarding the application process/resume submission
process will be provided at the mandatory program for participants in the fall interview program.
Fall Interview Participants: Check the Bulletin Board Outside the Career Services Office
and Read Your E-Mail Daily!
Information concerning any additional employers who register to interview students through the On-
Campus program will be posted on the Bulletin Boards outside the Career Services Office. The bulletin
board will also keep you informed of changes in interview schedules, employer cancellations, etc.
If we need to communicate directly with you, we will be doing so through e-mail. We will not be phoning
you or leaving a note on your locker.
/
\
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Collecting Resumes of Second and Third Year Students for Patent Division of Proctor &
Gamble ".
Second and third year students with a degree in chemistry, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering,
or biology may submit resumes to be sent to the Patent Division of Proctor and Gamble (Cincinnati, OH).
Proctor & Gamble will review the resumes to decide whether they will come to Chicago to interview
candidates..
Resumes are due in the Career Services Office by 5:00 p.m. on September 21,1992. Be sure to attach a
brief note (for the purposes of the Career Services Office) indicating that the resume is for Proctor &
Gamble. Cover letters are not necessary. Information about Proctor & Gamble is available in the '92 Patent
Interview Program notebook in the Career Services Office.
Using Lexis in Your Job Search
A wide variety of career related information is available for students on Lexis. Martindale-Hubbell, the
Employer Directory, and Nexis service can be helpful as you plan your job search and prepare for
interviews.
Group training sessions concerning using Lexis in the job search will be offered Monday, August 31
through Friday, September 4 at the following times: 10:00 a.rn. - 11:00 a.m.; 12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m.;
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.rn.: 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Individual research sessions will be available every Wednesday from September 9 through October 14.
Time slots are available between 10:00 a.m, and 3:00 p.m.
Sign up sheets fotgrouptrainin,j"sessionsand individual training sessions are available at the reception
desk in theCareerServices.Office .:.. '-.;~.:, . . : ..
,.....::...{':.\;.,; ...., ". ~_·i.;~(,:...':'. >~ '. . ":-;':.. ;'. ,;.: '.,.. --', ..~... -; > '; "~'
Allegheny County Bar Association: Third 'Annual Invitational 'Minority Job Fair
The Allegheny County Bar Association Committee on Opportunities for Minorities in the Legal Profession
has announced its Third Annual Invitational Minority Student Job Fair on October 15 and 16, 1992 in
Pittsburgh, PA. They.-..=anticipate participation by 14 to 20 large and medium size law firms and
corporations.
Participation is by invitation. Students who are selected to receive an invitation will be notified directly
and have their travel and lodgi~g expenses paid. Second year minority students are encouraged to apply
for invitations.
Application information is available in Handout #1 in the Career Services Office. The application deadline is
September 11, 1992.
Idaho Supreme Court and Idaho Supreme Court of Appeals Law Clerk Positions
The Idaho Supreme Court and Idaho Court of Appeals are accepting applications for 1993/1994 law clerk
positions. Applications must be received by October 1, 1992.
Application materials are contained in Handout #2 in the Career Services Office.
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Skadden Public Interest Fellowships
Augusl17, 1992
(
The law firm of Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom established the Skadden Fellowships in 1988. The
Fellowship Program will award twenty-five Fellowships to graduating students and outgoing judicial clerks.
The Fellows will provide civil legal services to the poor.
Grants are made to the public interest organizations chosen by the Fellows. Thus applicants must secure a
potential position with a sponsoring public interest organization before applying for a fellowship.
Further information .is available in Handout #3 in the Career Services Office. The application deadline is
October 12, 1992.
Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund Fellowship Opportunity
The Puerto Rican legal Defense and Education Fund is seeking law students to sponsor for Skadden
Fellowships beginning in September 1993. Information about the Puerto Rican legal Defense and
Education Fund Fellowship is available in Handout #4 in the Career Services Office. The deadline for
application is September 10, 1992.
Attention Future Patent Attorneys: American Intellectual Property Law Association
Student Membership
The American Intellectual Property Law Association has a special membership for students. Information
about membership and membership applications are available in Handout #5 in the Career Services Office.
The AIPLA is hosting a job fair for student AIPLA members on the afternoon of October 11,1992 at the
Crystal Gateway Marriott Hotel in Washington. Further information is available from the AIPLA,·phone
103/415-0180. .
COMPUTER RESOURCES
Welcome back from tfie Center for law and Computers!
A few changes have been made in the computing environment over the summer months. Below are the
highlights -- look for additional information in The Record, The Law Student's PC and the HElPDOCs in lab
700.
E-Mail Stations
We all know that E-Mail (electronic mail) is a popular and expedient way to exchange information at Kent.
Now, dedicated e-mail stations are located in the Spakateria (3rd floor cafeteria), on the 2nd floor adjacent
to the locker area, and on the Concourse beneath the clock. From these computers you can read and send
e-mail to users on Kentnet and Profnet. These computers also allow you to read and submit Kent
Classifieds, and view class assignments and general interest bulletins. Semester grades are also available
from these stations. No other Kentnet features can be accessed through these computers.
9th Floor Computer Concentration
West Publishing Company, suppliers of WESTLAW, have provided Chicago-Kent with 16 IBM-compatible
computers (called WALT PCs) for student access to Kentnet. Twelve are located on the 9th floor in the
southeast quadrant, the other four are located near tbe Library elevator: two on the 6th floor, one on the
7th floor and one on the 9th floor. i
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LEXIS and WESTLAW Printing
August 17, 1992
WEDNESDAY, 8/19/92
.Lexis and Westlaw printing is moving from the individual labs to a central location: the 9th floor Document
Center. The move will be completed within the next two weeks. During the transition, only Lab 700 will
have Lexis and Westlaw printing. HELPDOCs will be available soon which cover the entire new printing
environment. Watch for additional announcements in The Record, and The Law Student's PC.
WINDOWS for Students
All of the computers in Lab 700 and Lab 775, the WALT PCs and the 55sx machines in Lab 760 have
been upgraded to support WINDOWS and WINDOWS applications. Coming soon to the Kentnet Menu will
be an Exit to WINDOWS option which will allow you to run WordPerfect for Windows, Legal-eze and
several other WINDOWS-based applications.
Annual Vendor Fair
The Chicago-Kent Orientation Week Vendor Fair will be held Friday, 21 August 1992, in the first floor
lobby. Stop by 10 am - 6 pm to see the latest from IBM, Apple, Dauphin, Zenith, Computer Edge and
others. Flyers will be available with additional details.
Computer Lab Closings
The Computer Labs and the Computer Concentration area'on the ninth floor will be closed for Orientation
during the following times:
MONDAV, 81.17.192 9:00 a.m. • NOON
... ' ....".;>< __.....,),.... ·::;;;2:00 p.m..-4:00p.m.:.
6:00p.m. • 9:00p.m-.
8:30 a.rn, - NOON
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
THURSDAY, 8/20/92 7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.rn,
oJ:-"
Computer Classes Announcement
During the Fall, 1992, semester, the Center for Law and Computers will offer two series of computer
classes to all students, but especially addressing the needs of first-year students, in integrating computers
into the study of law (Computers in Law School) and in using computers for legal writing (Word Processing
and Writing Tools). An outline of the classes offered and who is teaching the classes is listed below.
Classes from each series will alternate from week to week.
The classes will be flexible and are being offered as a service to the students. The class outline has been
designed to address the changing needs of students during the first semester of law school. Since we do
not know at this time how many students will need these classes, we may not have adequate capacity to
accommodate everyone. Therefore, we ask that you reserve a place in the classes bye-mailing Gail Fialek,
the Administrative Assistant, GFIALEK. Classes will be conducted at two times (11:45-12:40 and 7:35-
8:30) in Room 700 on the following Thursdays. If you have any questions, please contact Rosemary
Shiels, Law and Computer Fellow, bye-mailing at RSHIELS on Profnet.
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FALL 1992 SEMESTER SCHEDULE FOR COMPUTER CLASSES
Series One: Computers in Law School with Rosemary Shiels
August I Z, 1992
8/27/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:4Q p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
KentNet Basics with Computer Center Staff
General material on KentNet, directed at students who were not present at Orientation or
who need extra review of the computer services available at Chicago-Kent
Computers in Law School: An Introduction with Rosemary Shiels
General introduction to the study of law; case briefing of first year case assignments for
substantive classes; introduction to outlining as a method for learning the law, preparing
for class, studying for exams.
9/10/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 D.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 D.m.
Legal Method I/Introduction to the Study of Law
Continuation of case briefing, integrating case briefs into outlines, building outlines to study
the law. Reading (via LEXIS and WESTLAW) casenotes to delve deeper into legal issues
discussed in class.
9/24/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 D.m. and 7:35 D.m.-8:30 D.m.
Legal Method II
Outlining: expanding, reviewing, updating outlines with case briefs; study methods using
outlines
10/8/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 D.m.
CALI: Review CALI lessons; access; downloading
10/22/92: Thursday ·'11 :45a.m.-12:4Q p.m. and7:35D.m.~8:3Q· p.m.- .-'\-
Legal MethodU _. .. .- . ·_c--~;;.'~'~~ ,'>';.
Continued outlining, expanding text and viewing outline as a study method with case briefs,
casenotes, class notes.
11/5/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 o.m.-8:30 D.m.
Legal Method II
11/12/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
_Exam Preparation
Review ofusinq outlines for exam preparation.
Series Two Classes: Word Processing and Writing Tools with Computer Center Staff
9/3/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Word Processing and Writing Analysis
Review of WordPerfect material, how to access, block, move, underline, page numbers,
cover page, spell check, thesaurus, printing. Introduction to Writing Analysis, grammar
checker. Introduce software manuals: how to use them, where they are located. Review
Help Docs.
9/17/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 D.m. and 7:35 o.m.-8:30 p.m.
Legal Analysis tools
Review cite checking; review grammar checking and WordPerfect features, i.e, thesaurus,
spell checker.
;"
\. 10/1/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 D.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Advanced Word Processing
Advanced WordPerfect features, Le. fonts, headers, footers, Windows.
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10/15/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 o.m.-8:30 p.m.
Continued Advanced Word Processing
10/29/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 o.m.-8:30 p.m.
Advanced Word Processing: printing, headers, footers, fonts
Augusl17, 1992
11/19/92: Thursday 11:45 a.m.-12:40 p.m. and 7:35 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Exa"ms on Computers
Taking exams on computers: headings, anonymity, printing, exam .iumber on each disc,
frequent saving to disc.
Lexis - Attention all First Year Students
Your LEXISINEXIS educational 10 numbers will be available at the Library Services Desk on the 9th floor on
Thursday, August 20 and Friday, August 21. You must have your LEXIS/NEXIS 10 for research training
the week of August 24, so be sure to pick up your 10 during the designated times. You will also be able to
obtain fro LEXIS/NEXIS software for your home computer at that time.
AVAILABLE SCHOLARSHIPS
Illinois Judicial Council Scholarships
The Judicial Council of Illinois is awarding scholarships. in the amount. of $500 to minority.law students.
Students .. wishing t~·.be .considerftd ~or.these.· .. scholarships.should call or write··for an.applicationhls·sopnas
possible: ... Judge.Cha,.IesJ. Durham, 2l91~ic~arcj+()a'f!vPf!PtEt~,C~i~Clgo,minois6Q~92,~Ie.Pt1olle
number (312) 443-5910. "If you 'wish to b"'Con'sidered 'for'th,Se schOlarShiDs,"don't wlit; nme'-i. 91 the
ess,nc•.
The scholarships will be awarded at the annual banquet which will be held sometime in the fall.
J.
STUDENT WRITING CONTESTS
John Marshall Law School Center for Informatics Law Computer Law Writing Competition. Any topic is
acceptable as long as it addresses the legal or regulatory implications of a global computer industry. The
five best papers will be awarded national honors, plus an honorarium of $250 (1st place), $150 (2nd),
$100 (3rd) and $50 (4th and 5th). All papers will be reviewed for possible publication in either the
ComouterlLaw Journal or the Software Law Journal. The winner will receive an all-expense paid trip to
present his or her paper at the World Computer Law Conference in April, 1993 in New Port Beach.
Deadline: October 1, 1992
The Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy is sponsoring their annual Institute for Humane Studies-Steven
J. Eberhard Writing Competition. $1000 will be awarded to the student author of the Comment that best
analyzes a case or legal topic of interest to conservatives or libertarians. The winning submission will be
included in the Journal.
Deadline: October 15, 1992
The Brand Names Education Foundation Ladas Memorial Award presented to the paper judged best on the
subject of trademark law or a matter that directly relates to or affects trademarks. The award is
recognized by a $4,000 cash prize, financial support up to $1,000 for the recipient's attendance at an
education program sponsored by the Brand Names Education Foundation or the United States Trademark
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Association and a set of Dr. Ladas' three-volume treatise on trademarks, patents and related rights. The
selected paper generally will be published in The Trademark Reporter.
Deadline: December 31, 1992
The ABA Forum on the Construction Industry is offering a prize of $1,500, publication in The Construction
Lawver, and an invitation to the Forum's annual meeting. All this to the author of the best paper on any
topic relating to construction industry law. Second prize is $750.
Deadline:' December 31, 1992
For more information on these student writing contests, please contact Diane Preacely in Rm. 320d, ext.
5133.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
GAYLAW
The Chicago-Kent Lesbian and Gay Bar Association will have its first meeting of the school year on
Tuesday, August 25, 1992 at 11:45 a.m. in room 180. All interested students, faculty and staff are
welcome to attend. We will begin to plan our speakers programs, social events, and discuss our
contribution to the upcoming Lavender Law conference being held this October in Chicago. Students,
faculty, or staff who are interested in being put on the GAYLAWe-mail list, but are unable to attend the
meeting can drop a note in the GAYLAW mailbox on the second fioor--we'li keep you posted.
Additionally, a number of non-paying internships f()r gay and lesbianlavv students atthe Stai~'s Attorneys
office are.available...• Interested,studen,scancontact'MarcLoveless, 'the Victim/witness 'Coordinator, Gay
and Lesbian Liaison .for the Hate Crimes Division of the State's AttorneY'~()ffice~f()rf119reinfor",ation.The
number is 890-7200. " " , ,-
"
Finally, the third annual AIDS walk will occur on September 20, 1992. If you'd like to be a part of the
Kent team, you can pick up a pledge form from the GAYLAW mailbox, among other places. Proceeds go
to a number of AIDS service and awareness organizations. AIDS is not just a gay and lesbian issue, and
everyone is encouraaed to participate.
Kent Commentator
The Editors and staff of the Kent Commentator welcome all new and returning students, and invite you to
participate in the student-run newspaper of Chicago-Kent!! Advantages include: (1) great way to get
involved in school activities; (2) chance to write interesting, informative and insightful articles; (3) looks
great on your resume; and (4) guarantee of a good time with fun folks.
If you are interested in getting involved in the paper in trade for a small monthly time commitment, plan to
attend an Introduction/Orientation meeting on Tuesday, August 25th at 12 noon to 12:30 in Room 305.
Students with a background in English, Journalism, Political Science or Business are especially encouraged
to join us, as well as first-year or second-year students interested in the future administration of the
Commentator. Plan to attend our meeting the 25th, and enjoy the new Commentator first-hand this year!
Further information, e-mail June Edvenson at JEDVENSO, or Jordan Marsh at JMARSH. And watch for our
first new issue in September!!
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The Kent Justice Foundation (KJF) was organized, and will soon be incorporated, in order to raise funds for
and administer summer public interest law fellowships for Chicago-Kent students. A fellowship from KJF
promotes choice for recipients, as they can decide to work in a low-paying or volunteer public interest
position, gaining invaluable legal experience and contacts in the public interest and human services area,
without as .much concern for their foregoing more financially rewarding summer employment with a firm.
Watch for our organizational meeting in an upcoming Record, and please give generously at the KJF Coffee
Can in the Spakateria. E-mail GBELL or JRUNK for more information.
National Lawyers Guild
The National Lawyers Guild will sponsor a forum on public education in Chicago on October 17. Anyone
interested in helping to plan, organize and staff this event please e-mail JMARSH.
Student Bar Association
Welcome Back!
It's not too late to be a mentor to a first year student. Stop by the SSA office for more information.
seA Picnic. The SBA picnic will be held Sunday, August 23. The picnic will be from 1:00 p.m. - 5:00
p.m, at Lincoln Park. Stop by the SBA office to get more specific directions.
HapoyHour.The pic:nicwill be followed by a happy hour at Kronie's on Clybourn.
, ,'00-' ~:,';;;',>'., ' .. ,,' :,)P<,:~,::;'.~:C;'>'};, _r" ,'d,:"" ~ . '- 'x:;:.~Y:::'>·':'<~':·":';-/>/':":'" ;, "_' " ..":
1It·YJar'eQacRepreSentativeEI8Ctions.WeWillbe distributirlginfor"'~tiontoaninterested first year
'regarding .eleCtions. First.year students will be elected 'to the'StudentBar"Association's Board of
Governors. (Two from each section and two from the evening division).
BOG Meeting. There will be a Board of Governors meeting on Thursday, August 20 at 5:00 p.m. Room
TBA. We will approve the fall semester SBA budget .
..::
Stay tuned for more -<SBA Ne·ws.
Students United for the Public Interest
Students United for the Public Interest (SUPI) involves what the name implies -- a group of students at
Chicago-Kent who have a common interest in finding a means to practice law through which they can.help
to build a more just society. Many alternative paths lie beneath the umbrella of what is known as "public
interest law."
It is the purpose of SUPI to broaden and promote the opportunities for individuals to work in the public
interest, both while students at Chicago-Kent and later as attorneys. We wish to organize and implement
projects and programs that will assist students in taking control over the paths they take as law students
and lawyers, not to be passively "placed" by the workings of the market and established attitudes, but
rather to choose an alternative practice or field, or find a place in an otherwise traditional practice, which
furthers the provision of legal services to all members of our society. Chicago-Kent has a tradition of
producing lawyers that make these choices. The members of SUPI do not wish to see this tradition pass
under the strains of law school and practice in the 1990s.
Watch for an announcement of our organizational meeting in an upcoming Record. If you would like to talk
to someone about SUPI, e-mail GSELL.
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Women in Law welcomes everyone to a new semester at Kent. Women in Law will be having an
organizational and welcome back meeting the first full week of classes. Please watch for the time and
place in future Record notices and on the Women in Law bulletin board on the concourse. If you want to
contact someone in Women in Law before our first meeting, e-mail Darcy Bielema [DBIELEMA] or Anna
Notation [~NOTATIO].
(
~--
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SALE OF THE SEMESTER!!!!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Admit it. you are curious as to how the "other half," the faculty,
lives -- now here's your chance. Paw through the "personal
effects" of one of Kent's favorite Torts and Justice professors.
ANITA BERNSTEIN
Select an item, purchase it. What an opportunity! She doesn't
need the stuff -- she's going to Italy to compare torts! .
Professor Bernstein has graciously allowed her PRIVATE EFFECTS
to be sold, including a fascinating~eleetion.ofbooks, furniture,
records, CDs and assorted detritus accumulated. in the pursuit of
legal scholarship. What better way to· start out that new
apartment, or to add to an existing space, than with an item you
can say was "once the property of Professor Bernstein."
Professor Bernstein has allowed us to offer these items to YOU
the CIDCAGO-KENT lAW SCHOOL community -- with all the
filthy lucre ($) to go to the KENT JUSTICE FOUNDATION to
assist in funding public interest fellowships next summer.
-
Come by August 19th to Anita's ex-place, which is located at
1710 School St. in Chicago. The sale starts at 2:00 p.m., so come
one Ls, come all, and get in on the DEALS, DEALS, DEALS!!!!
~
Brought to you by:
The Kent Justice Foundation
